1. Preliminaries. Let 8 be a simple Lie algebra over the complex field with Cartan subalgebra §. If p>3 is a prime number, let g, § be the classical Lie algebra and corresponding Cartan subalgebra over the field Z/(p) obtained from 8 and § by reducing the structure constants with respect to a Chevalley basis, modulo p (see e.g., [lO] ). The finite dimensional irreducible restricted 8-modules were shown by Curtis to be uniquely determined by their maximal weights [4] . Given a linear function A on §, let A be the integral linear function on § such that for i= 1, 2, • • • I, A(hi) is the integer between 0 and p -1 whose residue modulo p is Â(ft»). (Here hi, • • • , hi is a basis of co-roots for ^, corresponding to a system of fundamental roots ai, ot 2 , • • • , ai, and we have identified these elements of § with their counterparts in ^p.) Then A is a dominant integral function on §, and hence is the highest weight of a unique finite dimensional irreducible 8-module V. Now let V be the (not necessarily restricted) 8-module corresponding to V (see [5] 2 is a Cartan subalgebra and if a z =ai+a 2 (the sum of the fundamental roots) and h z = hi+h 2t then {e it fiy hi} is a standard basis for the three dimensional simple subalgebra of 8 with roots ±a t -, i=l, 2, 3. The representation theory of the subalgebras 8* = ^ + Ce t -+Cjf; is known [7, p. 113 ], and we use it to study the finite dimensional irreducible 8-modules.
Given nonnegative integers r and s, let V r , 8 be the finite dimensional irreducible 8-module with highest weight A satisfying A (hi) =r, A(h 2 )=s. Any irreducible 8*-submodule of V r , s is generated by an d-extreme vector, i.e., a nonzero weight vector which is annihilated by et. We determine the decomposition of V r , s into a sum of irreducible 
, and for &^1, that the nonzero vectors Z 8 -j tk jff2 are a basis for V r , s , Then, examining the effect of the basis elements of 8 on these vectors, one shows that they can serve as a basis for V r , 8 precisely when 2r+s<p, The computations are lengthy, and we refer to [3] (dim V r ,, = (1/6)(r + 1)(J + 1) • (2r + s + 3)(r + s + 2)), one can determine the dimensions of the irreducible restricted 8-modules M r , 8 for 2r+s<p, as was done for A 2 in the Corollary following Theorem 4.
